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Boom Town Third Grade Story
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A TODAY SHOW #READWITHJENNA BOOK CLUB PICK! • The moving story of an
undocumented child living in poverty in the richest country in the world—an incandescent debut from an astonishing new talent
“Heartrending, unvarnished, and powerfully courageous, this account of growing up undocumented in America will never leave
you." —Gish Jen, author of The Resisters In Chinese, the word for America, Mei Guo, translates directly to “beautiful country.” Yet
when seven-year-old Qian arrives in New York City in 1994 full of curiosity, she is overwhelmed by crushing fear and scarcity. In
China, Qian’s parents were professors; in America, her family is “illegal” and it will require all the determination and small joys
they can muster to survive. In Chinatown, Qian’s parents labor in sweatshops. Instead of laughing at her jokes, they fight
constantly, taking out the stress of their new life on one another. Shunned by her classmates and teachers for her limited English,
Qian takes refuge in the library and masters the language through books, coming to think of The Berenstain Bears as her first
American friends. And where there is delight to be found, Qian relishes it: her first bite of gloriously greasy pizza, weekly
“shopping days,” when Qian finds small treasures in the trash lining Brooklyn’s streets, and a magical Christmas visit to
Rockefeller Center—confirmation that the New York City she saw in movies does exist after all. But then Qian’s headstrong Ma Ma
collapses, revealing an illness that she has kept secret for months for fear of the cost and scrutiny of a doctor’s visit. As Ba Ba
retreats further inward, Qian has little to hold onto beyond his constant refrain: Whatever happens, say that you were born here,
that you’ve always lived here. Inhabiting her childhood perspective with exquisite lyric clarity and unforgettable charm and
strength, Qian Julie Wang has penned an essential American story about a family fracturing under the weight of invisibility, and a
girl coming of age in the shadows, who never stops seeking the light.
As The Giving Tree turns fifty, this timeless classic is available for the first time ever in ebook format. This digital edition allows
young readers and lifelong fans to continue the legacy and love of a household classic that will now reach an even wider audience.
Never before have Shel Silverstein's children's books appeared in a format other than hardcover. Since it was first published fifty
years ago, Shel Silverstein's poignant picture book for readers of all ages has offered a touching interpretation of the gift of giving
and a serene acceptance of another's capacity to love in return. Shel Silverstein's incomparable career as a bestselling children's
book author and illustrator began with Lafcadio, the Lion Who Shot Back. He is also the creator of picture books including A
Giraffe and a Half, Who Wants a Cheap Rhinoceros?, The Missing Piece, The Missing Piece Meets the Big O, and the perennial
favorite The Giving Tree, and of classic poetry collections such as Where the Sidewalk Ends, A Light in the Attic, Falling Up, Every
Thing On It, Don't Bump the Glump!, and Runny Babbit. And don't miss these other Shel Silverstein ebooks, Where the Sidewalk
Ends, and A Light in the Attic!
A brilliant, kaleidoscopic narrative of Oklahoma City—a great American story of civics, basketball, and destiny, from award-winning
journalist Sam Anderson NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • NPR •
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Chicago Tribune • San Francisco Chronicle • The Economist • Deadspin Oklahoma City was born from chaos. It was founded in a
bizarre but momentous “Land Run” in 1889, when thousands of people lined up along the borders of Oklahoma Territory and
rushed in at noon to stake their claims. Since then, it has been a city torn between the wild energy that drives its outsized
ambitions, and the forces of order that seek sustainable progress. Nowhere was this dynamic better realized than in the drama of
the Oklahoma City Thunder basketball team’s 2012-13 season, when the Thunder’s brilliant general manager, Sam Presti,
ignited a firestorm by trading future superstar James Harden just days before the first game. Presti’s all-in gamble on “the
Process”—the patient, methodical management style that dictated the trade as the team’s best hope for long-term
greatness—kicked off a pivotal year in the city’s history, one that would include pitched battles over urban planning, a series of
cataclysmic tornadoes, and the frenzied hope that an NBA championship might finally deliver the glory of which the city had
always dreamed. Boom Town announces the arrival of an exciting literary voice. Sam Anderson, former book critic for New York
magazine and now a staff writer at the New York Times magazine, unfolds an idiosyncratic mix of American history, sports
reporting, urban studies, gonzo memoir, and much more to tell the strange but compelling story of an American city whose unique
mix of geography and history make it a fascinating microcosm of the democratic experiment. Filled with characters ranging from
NBA superstars Kevin Durant and Russell Westbrook; to Flaming Lips oddball frontman Wayne Coyne; to legendary Great Plains
meteorologist Gary England; to Stanley Draper, Oklahoma City's would-be Robert Moses; to civil rights activist Clara Luper; to the
citizens and public servants who survived the notorious 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah federal building, Boom Town offers
a remarkable look at the urban tapestry woven from control and chaos, sports and civics.
One day, Colour Monster wakes up feeling very confused. His emotions are all over the place; he feels angry, happy, calm, sad
and scared all at once! To help him, a little girl shows him what each feeling means through colour. A gentle exploration of feelings
for young and old alike.
A boy and his grandpa hope to strike oil in drought-ridden Oklahoma It’s hot in Oklahoma. There’s no wind, the wells are dry, and
the ground is dead. Orvie’s family is doing everything they can to keep their farm going. If they miss a payment on the mortgage,
the bank will take their home away, and they’ll have nowhere else to go. Farming is tough, honest work, and it’s no way to get
rich. For years, Orvie’s grandfather has sworn that there’s oil under their land, and as soon as it starts bubbling up, they’ll have
more money than they know what to do with. But when the oil boom sweeps across Oklahoma, Orvie will find there are some
problems that money can’t solve. This rich portrait of life during the Oklahoma oil boom provides a lovingly detailed look at a
forgotten time in history.
"Should appeal to all rugged individualists who dream of escape to the forest."—The New York Times Book Review Sam Gribley is
terribly unhappy living in New York City with his family, so he runs away to the Catskill Mountains to live in the woods—all by
himself. With only a penknife, a ball of cord, forty dollars, and some flint and steel, he intends to survive on his own. Sam learns
about courage, danger, and independence during his year in the wilderness, a year that changes his life forever. “An extraordinary
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book . . . It will be read year after year.” —The Horn Book
Have a ball with Dr. Seuss and the Cat in the Hat in this classic picture book...but don't forget to clean up your mess! A dreary day
turns into a wild romp when this beloved story introduces readers to the Cat in the Hat and his troublemaking friends, Thing 1 and
Thing 2. A favorite among kids, parents and teachers, this story uses simple words and basic ryhme to encourage and delight
beginning readers. Then he said "That is that." And then he was gone With a tip of his hat. Originally created by Dr. Seuss himself,
Beginner Books are fun, funny, and easy to read. These unjacketed hardcover early readers encourage children to read all on
their own, using simple words and illustrations. Smaller than the classic large format Seuss picture books like The Lorax and Oh,
The Places You’ll Go!, these portable packages are perfect for practicing readers ages 3-7, and lucky parents too!
A true story from Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New York Timesbestselling, multiple Eisner Award-winning author of Smile, Sisters,
Drama, and Ghosts! Raina wakes up one night with a terrible upset stomach. Her mom has one, too, so it's probably just a bug.
Raina eventually returns to school, where she's dealing with the usual highs and lows: friends, not-friends, and classmates who
think the school year is just one long gross-out session. It soon becomes clear that Raina's tummy trouble isn't going away... and it
coincides with her worries about food, school, and changing friendships. What's going on?Raina Telgemeier once again brings us
a thoughtful, charming, and funny true story about growing up and gathering the courage to face -- and conquer -- her fears.
When a modern young boy is transported back in time to a Stone Age village, he learns all about a new way of life, in this
entertaining combination of imagination and prehistoric facts.
A nostalgic view of life in the southern military town of Jacksonville, North Carolina during the 1960's. Touching, hilarious and full of small
town anecdotes and antics.
From acclaimed Native American storyteller Joseph Bruchac comes a collection of seven lively plays for children to perform, each one
adapted from a different traditional Native tale. Filled with heroes and tricksters, comedy and drama, these entertaining plays are a wonderful
way to bring Native cultures to life for young people. Each play has multiple parts that can be adjusted to suit the size of a particular group
and includes simple, informative suggestions for props, scenery, and costumes that children can help to create. Introductory notes and
beautiful, detailed illustrations add to young readers' understanding of the seven Native nations whose traditions have inspired the plays.
American cities, once economic and social launch pads for their residents, are all too often plagued by poverty and decay. One need only to
look at the ruins of Detroit to see how far some once-great cities have fallen, or at Boston and San Francisco for evidence that such decline is
reversible. In Boom Towns, Stephen J.K. Walters diagnoses the root causes of urban decline in order to prescribe remedies that will enable
cities to thrive once again. Arguing that commonplace explanations for urban decay misunderstand the nature of our towns, Walters
reconceives of cities as dense accumulations of capital in all of its forms—places that attract people by making their labor more productive and
their leisure more pleasurable. Policymakers, therefore, must properly define and enforce property rights in order to prevent the flight of
capital and the resulting demise of urban centers. Using vivid evocations of iconic towns and the people who crucially affected their destinies,
Walters shows how public policy measures which aim to revitalize often do more harm than good. He then outlines a more promising set of
policies to remedy the capital shortage that continues to afflict many cities and needlessly limit their residents' opportunities. With its fresh
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interpretation of one of the American quandaries of our day, Boom Towns offers a novel contribution to the debate about American cities and
a program for their restoration.
A beautifully repackaged 50th anniversary edition of Sonia Levitin’s powerful classic story about a young Jewish girl forced to flee her home,
winner of the National Jewish Book Award. In 1938, Lisa Platt and her family know something dangerous is happening in Germany. Lately,
there have been more and more restrictions for Jews: yellow stars they have to wear, schools they cannot attend, things they are forbidden to
do. When their neighbors are arrested for petty reasons, the Platts realize they have to escape. Forbidden to bring money or possessions out
of the country, Lisa’s father secretly leaves for America, planning to work until he can send for them. But when conditions in Germany
worsen, Lisa, her mother, and her sisters flee to Switzerland to wait, surviving on what little they have in a continent hurtling toward war.
Inspired by Sonia Levitin’s own experience of fleeing Germany as a child, this moving novel chronicles one family’s bravery in the face of
aggression and apathy.
Everyone knows that sinking feeling in the pit of the stomach just before diving into a new situation. Sarah Jane Hartwell is scared and
doesn't want to start over at a new school. She doesn't know anybody, and nobody knows her. It will be awful. She just knows it. With much
prodding from Mr. Hartwell, Sarah Jane reluctantly pulls herself together and goes to school. She is quickly befriended by Mrs. Burton, who
helps smooth her jittery transition. This charming and familiar story will delight readers with its surprise ending. Fun, energetic illustrations
brighten page after page with the busy antics surrounding Sarah Jane. FIRST DAY JITTERS is an enchanting story that is sure to be
treasured by anyone who has ever anticipated a first day of school.
Winner of the Newbery Medal, Coretta Scott King Author Award, and Kirkus Prize for Young Readers’ Literature! Perfect for fans of Raina
Telgemeier and Gene Luen Yang, New Kid is a timely, honest graphic novel about starting over at a new school where diversity is low and
the struggle to fit in is real, from award-winning author-illustrator Jerry Craft. Seventh grader Jordan Banks loves nothing more than drawing
cartoons about his life. But instead of sending him to the art school of his dreams, his parents enroll him in a prestigious private school known
for its academics, where Jordan is one of the few kids of color in his entire grade. As he makes the daily trip from his Washington Heights
apartment to the upscale Riverdale Academy Day School, Jordan soon finds himself torn between two worlds—and not really fitting into either
one. Can Jordan learn to navigate his new school culture while keeping his neighborhood friends and staying true to himself? This middle
grade graphic novel is an excellent choice for tween readers, including for summer reading. New Kid is a selection of the Schomburg Center's
Black Liberation Reading List. Plus don't miss Jerry Craft's Class Act!
The first pumpkin Tim ever carved was fierce and funny, and he named it Jack. When Halloween was over and the pumpkin was beginning to
rot, Tim set it out in the garden and throughout the weeks he watched it change. By spring, a plant began to grow! Will Hubbell's gentle story
and beautifully detailed illustrations give an intimate look at the cycle of life.
‘NO’ is RJ’s least favorite word . . . and he tries his best to convince his dad, his mom, and his teacher to turn “No” into “Maybe” or “We’ll
see” or “Later” or “I’ll think about it.” Author Julia Cook helps K-6 readers laugh and learn along with RJ as he understands the benefits of
demonstrating the social skills of accepting “No” for an answer and disagreeing appropriately. Tips for parents and educators on how to
teach and encourage kids to use these skills are included in the book. I Just Don’t Like the Sound of NO! is another in the BEST ME I Can
Be! series of books from the Boys Town Press that teach children social skills.
"Reading Street is designed to help teachers build readers through motivating and engaging literature, scientifically research-based
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instruction, and a wealth of reliable teaching tools. The reading program takes the guesswork out of differentiating instruction with a strong
emphasis on ongoing progress-monitoring and an explicit plan to help with managing small groups of students" -- Publisher's description.

“A book that should be read . . . Smith brings an alchemic talent to describing physical labor.” —The New York Times
Book Review “Beautiful, funny, and harrowing.” – Sarah Smarsh, The Atlantic “Remarkable . . . this is the book that
Hillbilly Elegy should have been.” —Kirkus Reviews A vivid window into the world of working class men set during the
Bakken fracking boom in North Dakota Like thousands of restless men left unmoored in the wake of the 2008 economic
crash, Michael Patrick Smith arrived in the fracking boomtown of Williston, North Dakota five years later homeless,
unemployed, and desperate for a job. Renting a mattress on a dirty flophouse floor, he slept boot to beard with migrant
men who came from all across America and as far away as Jamaica, Africa and the Philippines. They ate together, drank
together, argued like crows and searched for jobs they couldn't get back home. Smith's goal was to find the hardest work
he could do--to find out if he could do it. He hired on in the oil patch where he toiled fourteen hour shifts from summer's
100 degree dog days to deep into winter's bracing whiteouts, all the while wrestling with the demons of a turbulent past,
his broken relationships with women, and the haunted memories of a family riven by violence. The Good Hand is a saga
of fear, danger, exhaustion, suffering, loneliness, and grit that explores the struggles of America's marginalized
boomtown workers—the rough-hewn, castoff, seemingly disposable men who do an indispensable job that few would
exalt: oil field hands who, in the age of climate change, put the gas in our tanks and the food in our homes. Smith, who
had pursued theater and played guitar in New York, observes this world with a critical eye; yet he comes to love his
coworkers, forming close bonds with Huck, a goofy giant of a young man whose lead foot and quick fists get him into
trouble with the law, and The Wildebeest, a foul-mouthed, dip-spitting truck driver who torments him but also trains him
up, and helps Smith "make a hand." The Good Hand is ultimately a book about transformation--a classic American story
of one man's attempt to burn himself clean through hard work, to reconcile himself to himself, to find community, and to
become whole.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book,
other research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and
comprehensive index"-Eleven-year-old Isabella’s blended family is more divided than ever in this “timely but genuine” (Publishers Weekly)
story about divorce and racial identity from the award-winning and New York Times bestselling author of Out of My Mind,
Sharon M. Draper. Eleven-year-old Isabella’s parents are divorced, so she has to switch lives every week: One week
she’s Isabella with her dad, his girlfriend Anastasia, and her son Darren living in a fancy house where they are one of the
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only black families in the neighborhood. The next week she’s Izzy with her mom and her boyfriend John-Mark in a small,
not-so-fancy house that she loves. Because of this, Isabella has always felt pulled between two worlds. And now that her
parents are divorced, it seems their fights are even worse, and they’re always about HER. Isabella feels completely
stuck in the middle, split and divided between them more than ever. And she is beginning to realize that being split
between Mom and Dad involves more than switching houses, switching nicknames, switching backpacks: it’s also about
switching identities. Her dad is black, her mom is white, and strangers are always commenting: “You’re so exotic!” “You
look so unusual.” “But what are you really?” She knows what they’re really saying: “You don’t look like your parents.”
“You’re different.” “What race are you really?” And when her parents, who both get engaged at the same time, get in
their biggest fight ever, Isabella doesn’t just feel divided, she feels ripped in two. What does it mean to be half white or
half black? To belong to half mom and half dad? And if you’re only seen as half of this and half of that, how can you ever
feel whole? It seems like nothing can bring Isabella’s family together again—until the worst thing happens. Isabella and
Darren are stopped by the police. A cell phone is mistaken for a gun. And shots are fired.
This enhanced eBook features read-along narration. Winner: CLC Seal of Approval 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards,
Silver, Preschool/Early Reader Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary Classics Book Awards 2017 PNBA Long-List When Ethan
looks under the bed for his monster, he finds this note instead: "So long, kid. Gotta go. Someone needs me more than
you do. –Gabe" How will Ethan ever get to sleep without his monster's familiar, comforting snorts? And who could need
Gabe more than Ethan does? Gabe must have gone to Ethan's little sister's room! She has been climbing out of bed
every night to play, and obviously needs a monster to help her get to sleep – but not HIS monster! Ethan tries to help his
sister find her own monster, but none are the perfect blend of cute and creepy. Just when it seems that Ethan will lose his
monster forever, an uninvited, tutu-toting little monster full of frightening fun appears. Following in the spooky-silly
tradition of I Need My Monster, here's another irresistible monster-under-the-bed story with the perfect balance of giggles
and shivers.
Her I wanted to have a pity party of one when I went for that beer. I never imagined I would meet a dark and dangerous
man. That man took me on the wildest ride of my life. Literally and Figuratively. He quickly became my entire world. Him I
didn't know I was looking for her. I saw her warming that bar stool and knew she would be mine. A man like me doesn't
deserve the likes of her. But damned if I didn't take it. Her When we met for the first time we didn't know that we already
had a connection. A cruel game was being played, and we didn't know the rules. Sam would save us, but at what cost?
Sam was one of my main reasons for living. If he wasn't in this world anymore, would I still want to be a part of it?
In 1860, a somewhat simple-minded fifteen-year-old boy attempts to herd one thousand turkeys from Missouri to Denver,
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Colorado, in hopes of selling them at a profit.
The Upside-Down Magic kids are back in another topsy-turvy adventure in the next installment of this New York Times
bestselling series! It's Big Night in Dunwiddle . . . and that means the whole school has a sleepover like no other. For one
night every year, magic students run through the halls, hunting for the objects that will win them a super special prize.
Nory is super excited for the scavenger hunt. Not only because she likes winning, but also because if her team wins, she
thinks there's a chance her best friend Elliott won't move away to attend super snobby Sage Academy. Sebastian is a
little less excited once the hunt is on. Yes, he has magical powers that help his team -- like being able to see invisible
things or anything that makes a sound. The problem is that the really loud sounds are hurting him . . . and nobody seems
to care. The kids in Upside-Down Magic know their five F's (Flares, Flyers, Fuzzies, Flickers, and Fluxers) -- but to win
this night, a sixth F is the most important . . . Friendship.
As her son grows up from little boy to adult man, a mother secretly rocks him each night as he sleeps.
"This book is a message from autistic people to their parents, friends, teachers, coworkers and doctors showing what life
is like on the spectrum. It's also my love letter to autistic people. For too long, we have been forced to navigate a world
where all the road signs are written in another language." With a reporter's eye and an insider's perspective, Eric Garcia
shows what it's like to be autistic across America. Garcia began writing about autism because he was frustrated by the
media's coverage of it; the myths that the disorder is caused by vaccines, the narrow portrayals of autistic people as
white men working in Silicon Valley. His own life as an autistic person didn't look anything like that. He is Latino, a
graduate of the University of North Carolina, and works as a journalist covering politics in Washington D.C. Garcia
realized he needed to put into writing what so many autistic people have been saying for years; autism is a part of their
identity, they don't need to be fixed. In We're Not Broken, Garcia uses his own life as a springboard to discuss the social
and policy gaps that exist in supporting those on the spectrum. From education to healthcare, he explores how autistic
people wrestle with systems that were not built with them in mind. At the same time, he shares the experiences of all
types of autistic people, from those with higher support needs, to autistic people of color, to those in the LGBTQ
community. In doing so, Garcia gives his community a platform to articulate their own needs, rather than having others
speak for them, which has been the standard for far too long.
The third-graders of Elmwood Elementary School have to spend the school year at the Blackwell mansion. And it's haunted!
After her family moves to California where her father goes to work in the gold fields, Amanda decides to make her own fortune
baking pies and she encourages others to provide the necessary services--from a general store to a school--that enables her town
to prosper.After her family moves to California where her father goes to work in the gold fields, Amanda decides to make her own
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fortune baking pies and she encourages others to provide the necessary services--from a general store to a school--that enables
her townto prosper.
A Tanzanian boy saves his coins to buy a bicycle so that he can help his parents carry goods to market, but then he discovers that
in spite of all he has saved, he still does not have enough money.
Boomtown is a humorous tall tale about a fictional town and its odd residents, however, beneath the humorous veneer, Boomtown
asks and answers the question, "What does a healthy community look like?"
A 25th anniversary edition of the enchanting story of a widow who finds herself in possession of an extraordinary broom after a
witch falls into her garden. Some of Minna Shaw's neighbors don't trust her clever broom. "It's dangerous," they say. But Minna
appreciates the broom's help. She enjoys its quiet company. But one day two children get taught a well-deserved lesson by the
broom. For her neighbors, this is proof of the broom's evil spirit. Minna is obligated to give up her dear companion. Chris Van
Allsburg, master of the mysterious, brings this tale to life with moody and memorable pictures that will haunt readers long after the
book's covers are closed—now in a new edition to celebrate this beloved book's twenty-fifth anniversary.
Living with his little brother, Fudge, makes Peter feel like a fourth grade nothing. Fudge is never far from trouble. He's a two-yearold terror who gets away with everything--and Peter's had enough. When Fudge walks off with Dribble, Peter's pet turtle, it's the
last straw.
Describes the life and accomplishments of Gertrude Ederle, the first woman to swim the English Channel and a figure in the early
women's rights movement.
Boom TownPaw Prints
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their new home seems to be without
boundaries
There are two kinds of families: the ones we are born into and the ones we create. Walk has never left the coastal California town where he
grew up. He may have become the chief of police, but he’s still trying to heal the old wound of having given the testimony that sent his best
friend, Vincent King, to prison decades before. Now, thirty years later, Vincent is being released. Duchess is a thirteen-year-old selfproclaimed outlaw. Her mother, Star, grew up with Walk and Vincent. Walk is in overdrive trying to protect them, but Vincent and Star seem
bent on sliding deeper into self-destruction. Star always burned bright, but recently that light has dimmed, leaving Duchess to parent not only
her mother but her five-year-old brother. At school the other kids make fun of Duchess—her clothes are torn, her hair a mess. But let them
throw their sticks, because she’ll throw stones. Rules are for other people. She’s just trying to survive and keep her family together. A
fortysomething-year-old sheriff and a thirteen-year-old girl may not seem to have a lot in common. But they both have come to expect that
people will disappoint you, loved ones will leave you, and if you open your heart it will be broken. So when trouble arrives with Vincent King,
Walk and Duchess find they will be unable to do anything but usher it in, arms wide closed. Chris Whitaker has written an extraordinary novel
about people who deserve so much more than life serves them. At times devastating, with flashes of humor and hope throughout, it is
ultimately an inspiring tale of how the human spirit prevails and how, in the end, love—in all its different guises—wins.
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An accessible, beautifully crafted and heartbreakingly topical novel about PTSI and the unseen effects of global conflict on ordinary lives.
Beyond the bright lights and casinos lies the real Las Vegas, a forces town. In the predawn hours, a woman's marriage crumbles with a single
confession. Across the city, Bashkim, the young son of an immigrant family, observes how they are struggling to get by in the land of
opportunity. Three thousand miles away on the other side of the United States, a soldier, recently returned from active service in Iraq, wakes
up in hospital with the feeling he's done something awful. In Laura McBride's heartbreaking and authentic novel, these disparate lives are
brought together by one split-second choice; this is a story about families, the ones we are born to and the ones we choose to make. Faced
with seemingly insurmountable loss, each person must decide whether to give in to despair, or to find the courage and resilience to rise. 'A
powerful story of the way in which war detonates far from battlefields, exploding lives in a single irrevocable moment. We Are Called to
Risereverberated long after I'd put it down. I can't stop thinking about it' Sarah Blake, The Postmistress 'A haunting and unforgettable debut'
Marie Claire 'Compelling, emotional and heart-breaking' Sun 'Packs a raw, emotional power' Sunday Mirror 'Like Donna Tartt's… The
Goldfinch, it strips a layer of gloss off the Las Vegas myth by moving to the families populating suburbia' Grazia
In a future where the Population Police enforce the law limiting a family to only two children, Luke, an illegal third child, has lived all his twelve
years in isolation and fear on his family's farm in this start to the Shadow Children series from Margaret Peterson Haddix. Luke has never
been to school. He's never had a birthday party, or gone to a friend's house for an overnight. In fact, Luke has never had a friend. Luke is one
of the shadow children, a third child forbidden by the Population Police. He's lived his entire life in hiding, and now, with a new housing
development replacing the woods next to his family's farm, he is no longer even allowed to go outside. Then, one day Luke sees a girl's face
in the window of a house where he knows two other children already live. Finally, he's met a shadow child like himself. Jen is willing to risk
everything to come out of the shadows—does Luke dare to become involved in her dangerous plan? Can he afford not to?
Shortlisted for the 2021 Booker Prize Longlisted for the 2021 National Book Award for Fiction A heartrending new novel from the Pulitzer
Prize–winning and #1 New York Times best-selling author of The Overstory. Named one of the Most Anticipated Books of 2021 by
Newsweek, Los Angeles Times, New York Magazine, Chicago Tribune, BuzzFeed, BookPage, Goodreads, Literary Hub, The Millions, New
Statesman, and Times of London The astrobiologist Theo Byrne searches for life throughout the cosmos while single-handedly raising his
unusual nine-year-old, Robin, following the death of his wife. Robin is a warm, kind boy who spends hours painting elaborate pictures of
endangered animals. He’s also about to be expelled from third grade for smashing his friend in the face. As his son grows more troubled,
Theo hopes to keep him off psychoactive drugs. He learns of an experimental neurofeedback treatment to bolster Robin’s emotional control,
one that involves training the boy on the recorded patterns of his mother’s brain… With its soaring descriptions of the natural world, its
tantalizing vision of life beyond, and its account of a father and son’s ferocious love, Bewilderment marks Richard Powers’s most intimate
and moving novel. At its heart lies the question: How can we tell our children the truth about this beautiful, imperiled planet?
Jim Panzee wakes up in a bad mood one beautiful day, but he keeps denying he is grumpy even as his friends give advice for feeling better.
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